Synopsis

Dragons Beyond the Empire  They are criminals, rebels, heroes, bumpkins and bastards, yet the Dynasty of the Scarlet Empire uses only a single word to describe those Terrestrial Exalted who live beyond the borders of the Realm: outcaste. But though they may not have graduated from one of the imperial secondary schools and may not possess a proper pedigree of parentage, they are Exalted nonetheless. Eggs Gone From the Nest  Exalted: The Outcaste details three major outcaste communities: the Forest Witches, the pirate band of Eos and Ossissa and the mighty Seventh Legion, the last First Age military formation remaining in Creation. Also included is a wealth of information on outcaste heroes born into the Threshold or to lower-class families in the Realm
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Customer Reviews

This book...... SO Fricken Cool ,You'll Spew In your breetches with glee and happy happy,joy joy.buy this book, you need this book, you must have this book.its got holy fricken awesomely cool stuff in it ,like pirates stuff and stats, and information that sets you up just perfectly for savage seas. its got witches, yeah, thats right, withes.cool witches too not the jacked up kind.it has frigen astonishingly cool information on the 20 foot tall suits of extreme power armour, the warstriders. and it has fan-friggen-tastic chapter on Look-shy and its twisted legion of the coolest first age weaponry ever doned by any group of MOFO's. people, the art work needs no endorsement ,it speaks for itself.Dudes....why arn't you buying this book? enjoy and go spend that money,buddies.woof....so says the bigga.
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